TWEETREACH SNAPSHOT FOR
#endcuttinggirls

ESTIMATED REACH

4,596
ACCOUNTS REACHED

EXPOSURE

33,409
IMPRESSIONS

ACTIVITY

100
TWEETS

16
CONTRIBUTORS

3
HOURS

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

@felxfames
14.8k
IMPRESSIONS
12
RETWEETS

@OkorieVictoria4
12
MENTIONS

MOST RETWEETED TWEETS

6

@okoli_anthonia
They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices globally and from within communities. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

4

@OkorieVictoria4
Definitely the uncut women have a greater role to play as they will be free to share the effects. #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia...

4

@AbimbolaKings
Yes T.D joint UNICEF/UNFPA Survey 2015 also supportd dat major drivers are mother-inlaws & grandmothers (Women)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTRIBUTORS</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>RTs</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>felxfames</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.8k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adexconsult</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cydi2k</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbimbolaKings</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ope2y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TheCoachMYKE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her_Petiteness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bukiisy4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onisyes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaraJ_M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aminah_abba</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OkorieVictoria4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaveOurWorld96</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bluevail360</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star83212</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wage_nigeria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TWEETS TIMELINE**

**Aug 18, 2016 at 7:14pm UTC**

SJ @SaraJ_M
RT @AATSarumi: The @endcuttinggirls weekly chat is one of the many ways to ensure that FGM/C is abandoned in Nigeria. #endcuttinggirls @UNI...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @OkorieVictoria4: Thank you so much for today. Believe the females understand greatly their roles.@okoli_anthonia @MbamOnyii @aminah_abba...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AATSarumi: The @endcuttinggirls weekly chat is one of the many ways to ensure that FGM/C is abandoned in Nigeria. #endcuttinggirls @UNI...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AATSarumi: The day/time remains the same; Thursday/5pm - 7pm. The aim remains to #endcuttinggirls in our generation.

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: Today we will be discussing "The Role of Women in FGM/C Abandonment campaign". #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: It is common knowledge that women literally birth and nurture generations after generations. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: Their roles threfore in #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM in a generation can not be over emphasized. @endcuttinggirls

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: Survivors (the cut women) are key players in breaking the cycle in their families and communities #endcuttinggirls #End...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted anthonia okoli (@okoli_anthonia): The global goal is to #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls in one generation.... https://t.co...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: Having lived through the pains and trauma of FGM could easily see reasons why they must protect their daughters same #e...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices,globally and from within communities. #end...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: By doing this, the unending disadvantages of #FGM would be laid bare. Thus encouraging the #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM cam...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: Many girls awaiting the rite of passage have no idea what the details are. Some are excited for the day, ignorantly. #e...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @okoli_anthonia: The burden of sharing stories does not lie solely on the shoulders of the survivors of #FGM but on the uncut women too...
RT @okoli_anthonia: Stories of successful child bearing experiences for instance, would demystify the myth of infant death by Clitoris. #endcuttinggirls

RT @Onyi_DNR: I believe the time is now for us (women all over the world) to raise our voices in a unified cry to #EndFGM #EndFGM #EndFGM

RT @okoli_anthonia: Demystifying these myths would be a giant stride in the campaign to #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM in this generation. Only w...

RT @okoli_anthonia: When browsing through the web for images of #FGM, one would notice no men in the photos. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @The...

RT @OkorieVictoria4: Definitely the uncut women have a greater role to play as they will be free to share the effects.#endcuttinggirls http...

RT @okoli_anthonia: This means that if we remove women from the picture, almost no girl would be cut. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @endcuttinggirls

RT @OkorieVictoria4: It doesn’t affect them directly as such using a female image will explain better.#endcuttinggirls https://t.co/iULUWyZ...

RT @okoli_anthonia: There is a need to change the social realities of the survivors of #FGM as they are largely the perpetrators. #endcutti...

RT @TheCoachMYKE: 4. Their shared stories may be all that leaders need to make a decision to #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls https://t.co...

RT @TheCoachMYKE: 8. Ignorance of the process and harm further perpetuates the practice. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls http...

RT @TheCoachMYKE: 7. Lift the veil. Expose the harms! #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @MbamOnyii https...

RT @TheCoachMYKE: 6. Anywhere & everywhere. The secrecy surrounding FGM/C must be removed, for us to #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls

RT @Her_Petiteness: Sensitization programs should be organized to debunk the myth that FGM curtails promiscuity in women. #endcuttinggirls
RT @AbimbolaKings: @okoli_anthonia #endcuttinggirls. Yes T.D joint UNICEF/UNFPA Survey 2015 also supportd dat major drivers are mother-in-law.

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: Some are completely out of the picture and hear of FGM only when they want to take a wife. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM htt...

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted ope yek (@ope2y): #endcuttinggirls The role of mothers on FGM/C abandonment begin from day 1 you get married! @okoli…

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted Michael A OLANIYAN (@TheCoachMYKE): 11. ABSOLUTELY. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls... fb.me/VW1XLNL

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: Imagine if you would, more than 50% of FGM survivors taking on the paths of @HiboWardere and breaking the cyce. #endcut...

Save Our World Ng @SaveOurWorld96
RT @okoli_anthonia: It is common knowledge that women literally birth and nurture generations after generations. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @...

Save Our World Ng @SaveOurWorld96
RT @okoli_anthonia: They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices, globally and from within communities. #end...

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: They MUST make FGM/C a thing of the past. The power lies in their hands. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @endcuttinggirls @Th...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted ope yek (@ope2y): #endcuttinggirls The role of mothers on FGM/C abandonment begin from day 1 you get married! @okoli_anthonia

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @ope2y: #endcuttinggirls The role of mothers on FGM/C abandonment begin from day 1 you get married! @okoli_anthonia

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Michael A OLANIYAN (@TheCoachMYKE): 11. ABSOLUTELY. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls... fb.me/VW1XLNL

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: Community women need to come up with a unique, healthy and non violent way of celebrating womanhood. #endcuttinggirls #...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OkeorieVictoria4: Thank you so much for today. Believe the females understand greatly their roles. @okoli_anthonia @AminahObyii @aminah_abba...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @TheCoachMYKE: 11. ABSOLUTELY. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OkeorieVictoria4: Would also be meaningful if the younger cut girls join the campaign #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia...
Save Our World Ng @SaveOurWorld96
RT @okoli_anthonia: It is a form of violence against women and a human's right violation. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: There is a need to change the social realities of the survivors of #FGM as they are largely the perpetrators. #endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: This means that if we remove women from the picture, almost no girl would be cut. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @okoli_anthonia: They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices, globally and from within communities. #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @OkoorieVictoria4: Definitely the uncut women have a greater role to play as they will be free to share the effects. #endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @TheCoachMYKE: 12. It proves that women have a higher burden to ensure that we #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @SuperGirlTimidi: There are hardly men in the pictures. Their role mostly ends with giving consent. #endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: When browsing through the web for images of #FGM, one would notice no men in the photos. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: Demystifying these myths would be a giant stride in the campaign to #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM in this generation. Only w...

Onifade seun @onisyes
RT @okoli_anthonia: It is common knowledge that women literally birth and nurture generations after generations. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @...

Onifade seun @onisyes
RT @okoli_anthonia: Survivors (the cut women) are key players in breaking the cycle in their families and communities. #endcuttinggirls #End...

Onifade seun @onisyes
RT @okoli_anthonia: Stories of successful child bearing experiences for instance, would demystify the myth of infant death by Clitoris. #end...

Onifade seun @onisyes
RT @okoli_anthonia: They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices, globally and from within communities. #end...

Onifade seun @onisyes
RT @SuperGirlTimidi: There are hardly men in the pictures. Their role mostly ends with giving consent. #endcuttinggirls

https://t.co/ehJAwGC...

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult
RT @okoli_anthonia: The burden of sharing stories does not lie solely on the shoulders of the survivors of #FGM but on the uncut women too...
Many girls awaiting the rite of passage have no idea what the details are. Some are excited for the day, ignorantly.

By doing this, the unending disadvantages of #FGM would be laid bare. Thus encouraging the #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM campaign.

Survivors (the cut women) are key players in breaking the cycle in their families and communities. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Their roles therefore in #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM in a generation can not be over emphasized. @endcuttinggirls

The global goal is to #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls in one generation. @endcuttinggirls @TheGirlGen @SuperGirlTimidi

It is a form of violence against women and a human's right violation. #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM @endcuttinggirls

FGM/C is any mutilation or cutting of the vagina for non medical reasons. @endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Imagine again a community where no girl is cut...would the men go unmarried? #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Definitely the uncut women have a greater role to play as they will be free to share the effects. #endcuttinggirls

They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices, globally and from within communities. #endcuttinggirls

Having lived through the pains and trauma of FGM could easily see reasons why they must protect their daughters. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Thank you so much for today. Believe the females understand greatly their roles. @okoli_anthonia @AlbamOnyii @aminah_abba

Thank you so much for today. Believe the females understand greatly their roles. @okoli_anthonia @AlbamOnyii @aminah_abba
Thank you so much for today. Believe the females understand greatly their roles. @okoli_anthonia @MbamOnyili @aminah_abba #endcuttinggirls

Claire McLaughlin @star83212
RT @okoli_anthonia: Women are assertive, goal getters and strong, if they put their mind to #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM, then it is history.

Hardeybukorlar @bukisey4
RT @AbimbolaKings: @okoli_anthonia #endcuttinggirls. Yes T.D joint UNICEF/UNFPA Survey 2015 also supported that major drivers are mother-in-law…

Hardeybukorlar @bukisey4
RT @OkorieVictoria4: Would also be meaningful if the younger cut girls join the campaign #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

WAGE Nigeria @wage_nigeria
RT @okoli_anthonia: Imagine again a community where no girl is cut… would the men go unmarried? #endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Okote Victoria @OkorieVictoria4
RT @TheCoachMYKE: 16. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Okote Victoria @OkorieVictoria4
RT @TheCoachMYKE: 17. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @okoli_anthonia: @AATSarumi @endcuttinggirls. First they must accept that they are victims of culture and were cut by no fault of their's…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @OkorieVictoria4: Would also be meaningful if the younger cut girls join the campaign #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: @okoli_anthonia #endcuttinggirls. Yes T.D joint UNICEF/UNFPA Survey 2015 also supported that major drivers are mother-in-law…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
@okoli_anthonia definitely not. #endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
17. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AATSarumi: #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AATSarumi: #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AATSarumi: #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls #ENDFGMC @UNICEF_Nigeria twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
So true. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/Her_Petiteness…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @RafiatSule: #endcuttinggirls girls need to be informed about the danger in it, as some culture encourage such act.

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
16. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/okoli_anthonia…
The role of mothers on FGM/C abandonment begins from day 1 you get married! @okoli_anthonia

Nice one. Youths can also Lobby community events to display drama on the negative effects FGM/C #endcuttinggirls

Yes. FGM/C issue is treated as harmful traditional practices in school Peer Educators club #endcuttinggirls

Technology, civilization and education are things that make the youths critical change age...

As we commemorate the International Youth Day 2016, Aug 12. The Only Road to 2030 is to end FGM/C #endcuttinggirls

Having lived through the pains and trauma of FGM could easily see reasons why they must protect their daughters same...

They MUST begin speaking out, sharing their stories, amplifying their voices globally and from within communities.

Definitely the uncut women have a greater role to play as they will be free to share the effects. #endcuttinggirls